Lancashire Cat Club 14th March - 2015 Household Pet Section.
Many thanks to Chris Titterington and Janet Pointon and their team for putting on a great
show and for inviting me to stand in for Mrs Jeskins and judge in the House Hold Pet
Section this year.
Class 850 AC NON-PEDIGREE GRAND MASTER CAT
Millan’s GMC Crackle. A medium sized semi long hair 9 year old lady, with a lovely soft
black coat that has been beautifully prepared for the show. An attractive cat with large
expressive yellowy green eyes and lovely long whiskers. A gentle, laidback girl happy to
be out on the trolley for judging and not at all fazed by the shouting Orientals opposite!
Class 853 AC TABBY (EXC GINGER/TORTIE) NON-PEDIGREE MASTER CAT
Webb’s UK OS IGMC Alys (BIC Only). A large 2 year old tabby and white girl with big
green eyes and long whiskers. Her coat was baby soft to touch and groomed to
perfection. She was relaxed out of the pen but less than impressed with the
neighbouring cats so I did not keep her out too long.
Class 859 AC SH NON-PEDIGREE KITTEN
Whitehead & Warburton’s Mishka. A sweet 7 month old short haired tortie tabby girl
with a lovely glossy smooth coat that was soft to the touch. She had fine long whiskers
and expressive green eyes. Happier in her pen but handled well and let me put her on
the table for a fuss.
Class 862 AC SELF (WITH/WITHOUT WHITE) PEDIGREE PET NEUTER
Burke & Lill’s MC Moonmin (BIC Only). A good sized muscular 2 and a half year old lad
with lovely expressive pale blue eyes, he was lovely and clean and had been well
prepared for show day. I think the hall and table were too cold for his liking so I didn’t
keep him out to long.
Class 865A AOC (WITH/WITHOUT WHITE) NEUTER MALE
Thompson’s Ferguson. MC awarded. A sleepy chocolate pointed young man who had to
be woken up to be judged. Once awake he was totally relaxed and happy to take in his
surroundings whilst out of his pen being handled. He had a really thick coat beautifully
prepared and I have to reward the hard work that has gone into making this coat look
fab.
Pearson’s Beau-Jangles. 2nd Place. A large blue point boy for 9 months, with deep blue
expressive eyes and tufty fur in his ears. He was friendly and relaxed and could have
sat on the trolley all day being stroked. However his coat could have benefited from a
little more preparation for the show.
Dinsdale’s IGMC Bentley. BIC awarded. A very large 11 and a half year old blue mitted
boy with bright blue wide apart eyes and a striking expression, who was very interested
in what was going on. With long whiskers and a thick soft coat he was a stylish chap.
Hughes’s GMC Mocha. BIC contender. This chocolate point mitted boy was reluctant to
come out of his pen and grumbled on the trolley so was not out for long. He had a soft
silky well groomed coat, long whiskers and tufty ears with expressive deep blue eyes.
Thompson’s MC Paddington. BIC contender. This chocolate point boy had deep blue
eyes, very long whiskers and a fabulously groomed coat. However was hissing and
grumbling in the pen before I went to get him out so I kept handling to a minimum,
perhaps something upset him on the day.

Wilson’s GMC Blue. BIC contender. This blue point boy was totally relaxed being
judged. He had a well groomed soft and silky coat, a lovely expressive face with blue
eyes and long whiskers. Overall a nice chap and a strong BIC contender.

Class 865B AOC (WITH/WITHOUT WHITE) NEUTER FEMALE
Wilson’s GMC Lily. BIC contender. A medium sized lilac tortie point girl with soulful blue
eyes, long whiskers and a thick well groomed coat, including her lovely tail. Gentle and
laidback happy to be handled she was a credit to her owner and another strong BIC
contender.
Brown’s OS IGMC Amber. BIC contender. A medium sized lady with bright blue eyes
and a very thick well groomed coat, she looked great for a 12 year old. She had plenty
of cattitude growling and huffing so I didn’t over handle her.
;t
Class 868 RED OR AC TORTIE/TORTIE-TABBY (WITH/WITHOUT WHITE)
NEUTER
Hogan’s MC Eliza Mewlittle. BIC winner. A lovely girl with large golden eyes and an
impish expression, short whiskers and a gently rexed coat covering a muscular body.
Totally at ease out of the pen and loved being cuddled and made a fuss of, a real
beauty.
Hogan’s GMC Eva Purron. BIC contender. A medium sized dilute blue tortie girl with
short rippled fur and big expressive yellowy green eyes. Was slightly reluctant to come
out of the pen but did relax on the trolley. Only lost out by a stubby whisker to her
neighbour.
Class 872 MOST APPEALING NEUTER OR KITTEN
Hogan’s MC Eliza Mewlittle. 1st, see class 868.
Harling’s Chilli. 2nd. Friendly lad, big for 9 months, with big pale blue eyes, thick short
well groomed fur, a red tabby point but his coat almost seemed to be peach coloured.
McCormack’s IGMC Looby-Loo. 3rd. Attractive, well presented tabby and white girl with
a white bib, socks and blaze with a striking dark spot on her nose.
Dinsdale’s IGMC Bentley. X 3rd. See class 865A.
Buckley’s MC Sadie. Attractive blue cream girl with intelligent bright green eyes. She
was happiest under her blanket but came out and relaxed whilst being stroked.
Melbourne-Skeech’s Patch Melbourne Skeech. Muscular blue point boy with deep blue
eyes and short well groomed coat. Not very happy on the day preferred to stay in his
pen under the blanket.
Class 876 NEUTER OR KITTEN WITH GLOSSIEST COAT
Cheal’s Tsarena Anastasia. 1st. Muscular spotted tabby girl with a short sleek glossy
coat, a worthy winner. Lovely green eyes and friendly nature completed the package.
Melbourne-Skeech’s Harry Melbourne Skeech. 2nd. A good sized muscular chap with a
smooth glossy coat, well presented by his owners.
Kidd’s IGMC Billy. 3rd. Very large 13 year old tabby lad, very friendly just wanted to be
fussed. A well presented boy.
Collins’ Sky. Attractive silver tabby boy well presented just missed out on the places.

CLASS 879 NEUTER OR KITTEN JUDGE WOULD MOST LIKE TO TAKE HOME
Hogan’s MC Eliza Mewlittle. 1st, see class 868.
Kidd’s Marmaduke. 2nd. An impressive ginger lad with big orange eyes. Happy to be
stroked and handled a real red stunner who almost got 1st place.
Thompson’s Ferguson. 3rd, see class 865A.
Tyson’s IGMC Billiejo. This sweet girl just missed out on the places, a beautifully
presented long hair dilute tortie and white. With big amber eyes and impressive
whiskers.

CLASS 883 NEUTER OR KITTEN WITH BEST PRESENTATION
Harling’s Chilli. 1st, see class 872
Webb’s UK OS IGMC Alys. 2nd, see class 853.
Millan’s MC Toffy. 3rd. . Large muscular chocolate point boy, with short well groomed
coat and deep blue eyes. Very friendly and had a lot to say for himself too!

CLASS 886A NEUTER OR KITTEN LIVING OUTSIDE WIGAN AREA
Chapman-Beer’s IMP GMC Bruno. 1st. Muscular boy with a sleek glossy brown coat and
expressive green eyes. Very friendly chap purring away just happy to be cuddled.
Hogan’s GMC Eva Purron. 2nd, see class 868.
Burke & Lill’s MC Moonmin. 3rd, see class 862.
CLASS 886B NEUTER OR KITTEN LIVING OUTSIDE WIGAN AREA
Creaton & Walker’s UK OG IGMC Rainbow Dreamcatcher. 1st. A muscular girl with a
vibrant tortie patterned coat which was short and glossy. Very calm friendly girl happy
to be handled and judged.
Wilson’s GMC Lily. 2nd, see class 865B.
Buckley’s MC Harley. 3rd. A very large blue boy with greeny yellow eyes and long
whiskers. Very friendly loved being rubbed behind his ears. A well presented chap.

